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Sep 15 (Bellomo) Cable Loss to Air (1.07MW), PS loss to Air (0.982MW); PS loss to
water (1.41MW); Magnet Power 14.872 MW (assume 5% magnet is aircooled).
Except for PS loss to air (which will be chilled water), all other loads will be to LCW
(will use process water fancoil instead of chilled water) Oct 19 2006 (Adjust LCW
load, minor Cable loss to air absorb by wall)
Aug 15 (Andrei) -reconfigure such that one or two plant sized for(2) 18MW serves
(6) 18MW dumps, only (2) are active at any time. Aug 25 (Fred), adjust shaft
locations

Jun 1 (Shigeki et. al.) spreadsheet per RF x 624 RF Sep 18 Updated to move all
charging supply to LCW, updated other heat load to air. Oct 25 2006 Marc
andKeith Pushback on Load, 40% reduction in racks, remove technical components
load to air, remove chw fancoils, used R Casell numbers for charging supply

Aug 21 (Clay) 4.36;3.72;2.53 MW for LCW, 1.53;1.31;0.89 MW for Air- Numbers are
PSTD (peak simultaneous thermal demand);INPTC (installed nameplate thermal
capacity) ;ATL (Average thermal demand)
Aug 21 (Clay) 22.8;15.8;10.7 MW for LCW, 8.00;5.55;3.80 MW for Air - PSTD (peak
simultaneous thermal demand) ;INPTC (installed nameplate thermal capacity);ATL
(average thermal demand)
Oct 16 2006 Emails Andy Wolski (Load to CHW are for equipment load to air in
Alcoves only and these are 560KW from RF, and 364KW from Magnet Power
Supplies per ring). The other load to air are 197KW from aircooled magnets , and
700 KW from radiation are not listed here and assume dissipated to tunnel wall. Load
to LCW includes load to air to tunnel that will be transferred to process water via
fancoils to maintain 104F
Oct 16 2006 Emails Andy Wolski (Load to CHW are for equipment load to air in
Alcoves only and these are 560KW from RF, and 364KW from Magnet Power
Supplies per ring). The other load to air are 197KW from aircooled magnets , and
700 KW from radiation are not listed here and assume dissipated to tunnel wall. Load
to LCW includes load to air to tunnel that will be transferred to process water via
fancoils to maintain 104F
May 24 (Jerry, PT) preliminary ~7 MW per RTML Oct 27 2006 Updated numbers
per PTreduction (email oct 25), JS elect table & PBellomo Sep 15 table, but ignored
the added 1 watt per meter to air for transfr line (ignore in tabulation for now), and
ignored the added 10KW watercooled (from 100 m length) in the vertical arc
(assume near shaft 2 and 3 each )
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Updated OCT 27 2006 CFS (using central DR)

